Experiences of patients living with inflammatory bowel disease in rural communities
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ABSTRACT

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic disease that often has fluctuating and painful symptoms. IBD patients must cope with a lifelong illness with relapses, remissions, and varied treatments that can affect their overall quality of life. Patients living in a rural setting are faced with further challenges such as access to healthcare, physician availability, and socioeconomic factors. For the current study, we interviewed adult patients in a clinic who were diagnosed with IBD for at least 3 years to better understand their experiences with the aim to inform intervention and educations for patients and physicians. Through a thematic analysis, we argue that five themes emerged from the data: i) IBD etiology, ii) ceding self-care, iii) environmental factors associated with disclosure, iv) stigma, and v) environmental obstacles to care. We suggest opportunities for research and collaboration among researchers and practitioners to help reduce stigma associated with IBD and promote health among rural communities.

Introduction

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic and incurable condition involving inflammation of the digestive tract. IBD often involves severe pain, fluctuating and painful symptoms that can result in abdominal pain and even surgery, and can lead to life-threatening situations. Moreover, IBD is widespread: it affects approximately 1.4 million people living in the United States with about 30,000 new cases diagnosed yearly. IBD affects both men and women, with symptoms affecting the digestive tract in often debilitating manners. The costs of treatment range from varying medications to treat symptoms, to surgery when medications can no longer adequately control symptoms. Individuals with IBD may often appear to be physically well because IBD does not manifest externally, so the difficulties associated with managing the diseases can be further complicated. IBD affects patients in most aspects of their daily lives, such as family, work, friendships and extracurriculars. By understanding the experience of patients living with IBD in areas where health disparities persist, such as rural communities, we can gain valuable insight on factors that contribute to their quality-of-life.

Among the studies that have explored these issues, patients have communicated anxiety surrounding health care provider interactions, expressing concerns that they tend to treat symptoms rather than the whole problem. Other studies have found that meaningful dialogue about IBD tends to take place within social support groups which help patients share life experiences, information and knowledge in addition to other social interactions. If we hope to develop appropriately tailored programs to work with providers, we need to understand the unique experiences that rural patients with IBD face. The goal of this research study is to explore the illness experience of patients living with IBD in a rural setting through their accounts given via interviews. Interviews analyzed through methods such as thematic analysis offer an opportunity to better understand how individuals make sense of IBD in a rural setting. These experiences can help
identify and address the struggles of chronic health care in rural communities. By learning about the experiences of individuals who cope with chronic health issues, we as scholars and educators can build strategies that can be used to improve potential barriers in health services that may impede overall health care.

**Literature review**

**Health care and Inflammatory bowel disease**

IBD primarily consists of chronic inflammation of the digestive tract and is typically diagnosed as Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis. The diseases commonly have symptoms including abdominal pain and fluctuating bowel symptoms. IBD illnesses are commonly associated with inflammation of the gastrointestinal tract, and those such as Crohn’s disease are typically diagnosed as autoimmune disorders. Similarly, colitis occurs when the colon becomes inflamed and develops ulcers, resulting in abdominal pain. In both cases, symptoms associated with IBD tend to fluctuate. Severe cases of IBD result in hospital care and surgery for the bowels, intestines, colons, or proctocolectomy, in which both the colon and rectum are removed.17 While diagnosis of IBD can occur at any time, people tend to be more frequently diagnosed between the ages of 15 and 35. IBD affects both men and women; colitis is slightly more common among men, and Crohn’s disease is more frequent in women. As symptoms fluctuate in IBD, a person may experience periods of remission, followed by relapse with subsequent and possibly new forms of treatment, which often vary. As treatments can be complex, health care professionals may struggle to treat patients, and in other cases, it can be difficult for physicians to diagnose whether or not a treatment is effective for a patient.16,23-25

**Illness experiences and chronic health diseases**

Listening to a person’s experience of living with IBD can provide education and evidence for health care provision and making sense of the disease. The illness experience has been characterized as “an experience of disruption in which the life-narrative is suspended.” When chronic disease occurs, it can often change the patient’s quality of life, resulting in a need for that person to adjust their lifestyle, including family, work, and social life. Studies on the illness experience of patients who experience chronic diseases have sought to discover how critical situations can disrupt everyday life. Rich et al. explored the quality-of-life of adolescents diagnosed with chronic health conditions by training them to record visual narratives of their illness experiences. They documented their daily lives and recorded personal monologues about their diseases. As they noted, the documentation revealed that the approach enhanced patients’ quality-of-life by providing self-examination. More recently, in a qualitative meta-study of online peer-to-peer support of individuals with chronic illness, findings show that users tend to mobilize to increase knowledge and exchange knowledge about everyday life while also raising awareness about concerns beyond what providers have given.

Qualitative research in particular has lent itself to exploring the illness experience by providing inquiry on questions such as: How do people cope with illnesses that have intermittent symptoms? How certain is the medical knowledge with which they receive? How does one cope with day-to-day life as a result of the condition? The uncertainty behind chronic illness, and subsequently, the illness experience, can affect the patient’s entire life. Health-based scholarship can provide valuable inquiry into the illness experience of patients that live with IBD. This can help us better understand the struggles patients face, and likewise, help both scholars and health practitioners develop programs to provide communication strategies to improve quality-of-life outcomes associated with living with chronic diseases like IBD. Given this, the research question for the study is as follows:

RQ1: *What is the experience of an adult patient with IBD living in a rural setting and the potential challenges therein?*

**Materials and Methods**

**Research design**

The goal of our study was to interview patients who were currently receiving treatment for IBD to better understand their experiences living with the disease. We selected a qualitative research approach because it offers an inquisitive process that allows the patients to more fully provide their own insight on making sense of the illness.

**Institutional Review Board approval**

The study received Institutional Review Board approval from the university and waivers signed with the local participating clinic, physicians and participating staff. Participants provided written consent to participate in the research. All participants signed three copies of consent forms: one for our team to retain, one for the clinic, and one for the participant to keep.

**Recruitment**

We sought individuals who have had IBD at least 3 years, which is criteria used in prior IBD research. Participants were recruited through a local clinic in a town in a Midwestern part of the United States, with the assistance of clinical staff. No personal medical information was gathered. For our research team to receive confirmation that a patient had been diagnosed with IBD, that patient had to provide consent in a visit with a physician and confirm that they would be willing to participate in a private interview.
about their experiences with IBD. Participants received a $15 gift card as incentive for participation.

Our participants were aged between 18 and 51 years old. All participants met the criterion of being diagnosed with IBD more than 3 years prior to the interviews. Of the participants, 21 were women and 6 were men. No participant names were included in interviews or transcription of the audio recordings. Given that participants self-selected to participate, possible implications for the discrepancy of gender are noted in the discussion section.

Data collection

Our interviews were conducted at the university campus in my office (lead author). This was a careful and deliberate choice, and selected as I have immediate family members who live with IBD, so our team felt I would be able to empathize with patients in the interview process. After careful deliberation, I agreed that this would be an optimal choice. The interview guide was developed by our team, interviews were semi-structured and our questions asked about participants’ unique experience with IBD, familial experiences, strengths and weaknesses associated with care (such as healthcare access in rural communities, quality of life), and an open opportunity for participants to share their own stories. Additional topics in our interviews covered treatment experiences, potential stigma associated with IBD, experiences with health care professionals, initial diagnosis, disease knowledge, and experiences associated with support (e.g., family and friends). I strove to ensure that participants’ voices were dominant in the course of interviews, so that they could tell their stories. This meant that the interview guide served as a way to direct the conversation by opening spaces for answers to unfold, but that as a researcher, I could remain humble and listen to the stories of patients during this process as opposed to directing these sessions. Generally speaking, the interviews ranged from 40 minutes to 1 hour in length.

Data analysis

Each interview was transcribed by our team (myself and a research assistant). We employed a thematic analysis approach, drawing upon Braun and Clarke13 to code participants’ spoken words. Thematic analysis ensures that participants’ dialogue about their experiences were directly reflected within our analysis. Thematic analysis involves a careful reading of transcripts, revealing the patterns of shared meanings and experiences across the data. This process first began with us familiarizing ourselves with the data, where we read over the data to get a general understanding of the content. Next, we took detailed notes about the ideas within the data, which helped to create an initial coding structure. We then collapsed the previous ideas into themes. After, we reviewed how the data fit into the themes identified, refining and naming themes to clarify our own understanding of the data.13 We then reviewed the data a final time with the final themes that emerged.

Results

Following the results of our thematic analysis, five key themes emerged: i) IBD etiology, ii) ceding self-care, iii) environmental factors associated with disclosure, iv) stigma, and v) environmental obstacles to care. Although findings within themes do overlap, each presented unique content that patients negotiated through coping with experiences associated with IBD.

Inflammatory bowel disease etiology

To treat IBD, we must know what causes it; but it is complex, chronic, and has multifaceted symptoms that can be difficult for practitioners to make sense of. Few participants had beliefs associated with IBD etiology or knowledge of the disease itself. When I asked about how participants made sense of IBD or defined it, most reported that IBD was a largely hidden disease. In one case, I spoke with an individual who identified as a young, working mother. She noted that IBD was as “weird as it is to discuss it. I’ve never seen someone that I could pick out with it, just as I never knew what it was before I had it. If you asked me to describe what causes IBD, I couldn’t really tell you.” Notably, this same young woman explained that she had a difficult time raising her child and managing IBD, in part because she “felt there is a shortage of care…just because I am connected to a doctor and have medicine does not mean there’s a solution.” While unrelated to the theme of etiology, her story connects to larger concerns associated with IBD knowledge of the disease and service shortages to healthcare in a rural setting (e.g., inpatient substance use and treatment). No participants reported what they believed to be factors that contributed to the onset of IBD, or prior knowledge of the disease. However, participants did report that post-diagnosis, they began to try to make sense of it, though this continued to be a source of uncertainty. The following participant, a man in his mid 40s who was a crop farmer, shared the following excerpt about his understanding of IBD:

I did not know what IBD was. If you told me what Crohn’s was, that Colitis is a disease, I would have thought this was a joke! Now I’m hearing pathogen from my doctor and it’s not my time to look it up unless it’s going to help me.

This same participant mentioned posited that “My doctor, a lot of times, tries to give me as much as possible, even when I don’t need the help. At times, she brings up issues I doubt are related. But she’s giving me the biggest bang for my buck at each appointment... There are a lot of patients that need treatment.” He noted, too, that he “is an optimist...I’m lucky that I own my business. I’m sure there are others who don’t get this life.” Though IBD knowledge...
may be deprioritized for a participant, it may be that, as this participant at least recounts, physicians may provide integrated services to ensure that patient needs are met. Moreover, participants at times reported uncertainty associated with fluctuating symptoms with IBD, and how they tried to make sense of it, often noting that it was difficult since it was likewise a struggle to make sense of the disease itself (e.g., “If you don’t know how to define IBD, well, I think probably it’s hard to also communicate about it”). Several participants mentioned that they “…wish I could have prevented this, but I don’t know how. I tried to figure it out, but somehow feel as though it was in vain.”

Ceding self-care

In several cases, several participants I spoke with reflected on their present health and coping mechanisms regarding IBD. While some participants described their care of IBD as one that they managed on their own, many participants discussed their decision to cede control of their IBD up to family members and health care professionals. In the following excerpt, a participant, an 18-year-old young woman in college, reported, “I’ve got enough time to figure out what to eat...whether to get Remicade…it does make me think I can do it, it’s in my hands, my choice.” She reported that IBD had already interrupted her life during “the point at which I should be living my best life...my best friend, my roommate, she helps me stay on track because I figure it out, sort of.” This participant later noted, “You don’t know what to do at times, so you just figure it out as you go.” As she later noted, “It’s just that I already feel stressed out...so I had her help me keep track of my doctor’s appointments. I forgot one once, had to pay a fine, and I couldn’t get in for a few weeks, and I felt awful. It was a wakeup call for missing something...It’s already an hour away. I realized I couldn’t do it alone and just needed someone to help me take care of this.” Other participants noted that if they forgot an appointment, it was difficult to make another appointment in a similar timeframe. A man in his early 30s told me that he felt “bad... It’s a lot to manage. You have work, life, everything. So, I have my wife help me remember the Flagyl and the next appointment. It’s that way with my doctor, I say “Okay” to everything.” This participant later discussed that the illness itself remains a struggle. He noted that, “I don’t always have a way to describe it - I would not say I’m someone who needs much support, if you do ask, I do not have an accurate description of Crohn’s. I’m not sure my doctor does, either.”

It is noteworthy, however, that these instances of ceding self-care did not mean that participants merely give up control. Rather, that of ceding self-care to was a decision to negotiate daily care with family members or friends. What we noticed in the data is that this was often spurred by participants’ self-awareness, sometimes after missing a doctor’s appointment and noting the duration between the next available appointment. Notably, while longer wait times to see a physician not atypical in a given community, the length of time between visits, coupled with struggles associated with transportation reaching health care providers, cost of care, among other challenging factors.

Environmental factors associated with disclosure

We would like to point out that living in a small community may have benefits and drawbacks for patients. According to most participants I spoke with, having IBD meant that disclosure about their health care, whether with friends, family, or coworkers, often came with struggles. Many participants commonly discussed their experience with IBD in an environmental context, meaning that they contextualized the effects of the disease in reference to activities with local and organizational memberships. One participant I spoke with, a mid 40s woman who was a former healthcare worker for the very clinic she was treated at, noted: “In this town, everyone knows your business.” She later told me that for her, “I am on good terms with everyone. But even I have the same wait as everyone else. That’s fair. I wish I could tell everyone, “I know you are suffering because I am too.” And if I see them in town, and I feel like we are privileged, because anywhere else, you don’t know each other.” I asked her if she could explain this to me, and she noted, “I’m proud to be from here. We’re larger than a very small town. But I run into people and know them by name. I prefer knowing who everyone is.” While these comments were not directly related to this participant’s unique struggles with IBD, they were related to environmental factors associated with disclosure, and her perceived benefits of living in a smaller, rural community. This participant noted that the ability to more easily know community members by name and learn about them – though she noted this was partially linked to her profession – meant that she felt connected, which would not be as possible in a bigger city.

However, there were other participants I spoke with who felt differently. Some participants tended to describe the difficulties associated with managing symptoms associated with IBD while needing to carefully hide it from their local community, which would be otherwise easier in a larger city. One participant, a 20-year-old woman, told me, “I’m a runner. I was always the healthy one. It made me [sick] to think that...so no, no, I could never share anything about IBD.” She further explained that she meant that she was “always the most fit out of my friends, and honestly, I’m the most competitive…I ran a 5k. I thought I was on my game.” She continued by telling me, “IBD made it harder to go on. I trained for 5ks. But not now. Actually, now I can’t even find a proper specialist. I have to go to [name undisclosed for review] since there’s nobody in the area for the digestive surgery I probably need. It’s like a part of you is lost and you can’t explain why you don’t go train anymore.” I listened, and she continued: “But if I could choose, my hometown hospital
wouldn’t be my choice, because I’ve got this fear that I’d run into someone. And they don’t have the knowledge the way that the bigger hospitals do.” Several participants shared similar stories, noting that they were concerned about their friends being unempathetic about their disease; in some cases, participants were concerned about some family members lacking concern, given that it can be difficult to make sense of the disease, its symptoms and the pain associated with it. An individual with IBD can exhibit symptoms without physically appearing unwell, yet they may still be unable to participate in activities in their local community, so it is unsurprising that many participants express such communication.

**Stigma**

In my conversations with participants, most expressed broad concerns with stigma, such as the concern that health care professionals did not take them seriously, particularly if they had fluctuating IBD symptoms. By this, I mean that fluctuating symptoms might include pain, fever, reduced appetite, weight loss, and other symptoms that were expressed. In some cases, concerns associated with stigma included that of family and friends, but by and large were emphasized among healthcare providers. In one conversation with a 45-year-old woman, she discussed her struggles with expressing her concerns about IBD to her doctor: “When you go to the doctor, one day, you might feel alright, and then next time, you’re in pain and can’t describe it...You might feel like they don’t take you seriously after awhile…later, I felt just weird going back, just embarrassed because you don’t know what to say since you can’t describe each day.”

She continued, noting that, “You sometimes even think, you don’t want to tell your doctor that you’re afraid of having problems with the toilet, even though that’s just the idea, but not really going to happen. Maybe if you have an accident, they’ll take you seriously.” I spoke with other participants who mentioned similar comments, such as my conversation with the young 18-year-old woman in college, who I referenced earlier (in the theme of ceding self-care), who said, “Even though I want my health taken seriously, it’s also embarrassing to even tell my doctor. If your doctor doesn’t have it, even they might think it’s strange. There’s very few people who know beyond my roommate.” Other participants made similar comments, that it was difficult to visit their specialists, whether due to symptom fluctuation or multiple treatments, largely because of fears that they would not be taken seriously. I spoke with a 27-year-old man who had spent most of his life working in a labor-intensive agricultural job. He noted that he had to ask his supervisor to adjust his duties after his diagnosis, as the occasional pain from IBD made it too difficult to complete various tasks, but that he had to carefully negotiate how he expressed the symptoms associated with IBD, “because they’re just too unusual.” He also expressed the toll that IBD took on him, saying, “You can’t go to your friends since it’s just shamed, and then your doctor thinks you don’t take care of yourself.” He later continued, saying, “Even now, it’s been two years. I am not expressing all those symptoms to a nurse or doctor.” The feelings associated with such frustration continued among participants who expressed similar concerns. Perhaps quite poignantly, as the young 18-year-old woman in college stressed to me, “If IBD was more clearly understood, it wouldn’t be something that would be embarrassing to speak about to others.”

**Environmental obstacles to care**

Perhaps most dominantly associated with challenges associated with rural care is that many participants disclosed the difficulties in accessing necessary services for care, which were often located at greater distances from their local community. These obstacles were likewise hindered by transportation costs to specialty clinics, a lack of private or public transportation available, and wages lost due to illness. Given that IBD care often requires long-term treatment, many participants reported the challenges associated with barriers after diagnosis. For several participants, this meant coping with new treatment when faced with new options that might be expensive or have difficult side effects. I spoke with one participant, a 39-year-old woman who worked as a receptionist for a large manufacturer, who told me that she had to re-negotiate her priorities with work, healthcare, and family life. As she told me, “Once I was diagnosed, I supposed that I had to figure out what my treatment would be. I got sent to a specialist.” She continued, saying “I’m normally sitting a lot. But the idea of sitting for an hour in a car and losing that time at work is not realistic. Not for me. I need those hours.”

The above story was echoed by other participants I listened to; for instance, participants likewise discussed obstacles to necessary follow-up care for more severe cases associated with IBD, along with struggles due to travel to specialty clinics.

One participant, a former runner (previously mentioned in environmental factors associated with disclosure) discussed her challenges with treatment options. “Cipro and Gengraf weren’t available for days. I had to wait and not only that, but I had to pay for it. It’s dangerous and feels like that shouldn’t happen, but when you’re too far from (redacted), it’s just the reality.” She also told me, “I do think that where you are has a huge impact on the quality of care. I think we have fine doctors, but they can’t do much about the special care or the distance.” Concerns were also posed about whether or not treatments would continue to be accessible given that new options for care continue to emerge, and that current regimens would be subsequently unavailable. While unsurprising, this is still important to note: access to healthcare facilities, availability of treatments, and challenges with managing work while also receiving care are common issues that patients living in remote or rural areas face.
Discussion

Communicating about IBD, whether through feeling comfortable disclosing the diagnosis or communicating the uncertainties it poses and subsequently receiving treatment, results in challenges, which can heavily manifest in rural communities, particularly given the nature of the disease as an invisible illness.20 The themes of IBD etiology and ceding self-care were largely associated with participants reporting difficulty in the disruption that IBD had on their lives and the uncertainty it presented. While many participants tended to report a lack of prior knowledge on IBD and uncertainty with managing the disease, they also reflected on receiving help in managing the disease up to others – for example, in the account of a young college student, she relied on the help of a roommate. Our findings have both consistencies and contrasting findings to prior research, which have found that patients, when empowered, strive to take control of their care.5,10 As the theme of environmental factors associated with disclosure revealed, participants expressed reluctance to participate in their normal communal activities. IBD is a complex disease by nature, given its fluctuating symptoms, treatment, and nature, so one type of uncertainty that patients face is the complex etiology of the disease. As one patient noted, if the disease was better understood, that might also help to resolve perceived stigma associated with IBD.

When patients feel they cannot adequately communicate with health care providers or loved ones, resistance to treatment or furthering interpersonal relationships can result. We found that participants reported disclosing their disease with some, but not all, family members, along with fears about communicating with health care specialists about IBD. In several instances, participants noted that because of the words associated with IBD – such as bowel or digestive tract, such connotations left them embarrassed. Given the perception of stigma on IBD and its social implications,39 this poses challenges for communication, which can certainly impact quality of life. The translational nature of communication about stigmatized illness and reluctance to communicate means there is a need to increase education and empathy associated with the disease. This means that programs that provide education are needed and access to care in rural areas, especially to assist patients like those who participated in the current study. Likewise, we suggest forward-data mining real-time communication from parties including the public and health departments (e.g., via Python) to assess how public communication on social media about the disease is actually disclosed. We believe that such studies could yield valuable data that, when paired with qualitative analysis, could result in important insight that could inform the development of a highly tailored educational intervention. Musaev et al.31 recently used this approach to explore the communication of state health departments of cardiovascular disease to inform health interventions. We suggest that such an approach should not be used in isolation, but paired with qualitative strategies to engage in the depth of communication and conversations with patients and providers regarding complex, chronic health issues.

Notably, a limitation in the study is that participants were recruited in a single rural community located in the United States. While studying a concentrated region can yield valuable data, these make the findings less generalizable than if interviews were conducted in a broader region, or among multiple teams that can then collate the data and compare findings. Moreover, while unintended, the majority of study participants were female, which may be attributed to self-selection and through their visits with healthcare providers. While the themes that emerged in the study were clearly associated with the concept of experiences associated with IBD and living in a rural community, every effort should be made to include equal gender representation. However, it is notable that the area in which we conducted interviews was rural, with limited access to healthcare resources, which may impact participants’ experiences shared.

Conclusions

It is undeniable that challenges persist associated with the illness experience of IBD. As a result of this study, we encourage scholars to dig deeper into how individuals with chronic health diseases manage illness discomfort and potential variability in health care services, which can affect quality of life. We also encourage scholars to navigate the stigma often associated with IBD and how it influences mental and physical health. While our findings regarding limitations in rural health care to be similar to other studies,4,21 a finding of ceding self-care emerged, which suggested that participants’ self-awareness impacted their decision making associated with how they cared for their IBD. More attention should be given to patients’ decision-making strategies associated with IBD and the concept of self-control with complex, chronic illness and the subtle impact of what factors lead to making decisions associated with changes in self-care. The same holds true for stigma, which in this case, largely emerged through our participants largely referencing their communication with a healthcare provider and concerns about stigma on behalf of a physician. While concerns about stigma and IBD was referenced with family and friends, participants reported concerns about being taken seriously by physicians, embarrassment over disclosing the disease, and describing the disease to a physician – even after diagnosis.

This study served to explore the illness experience of patients with IBD living in a rural setting. We found that the challenges associated with treatment of IBD remain a struggle in communities where access to care is often limited, or in some cases, where patients wish for their disease to remain undisclosed. Likewise, we identified that the complexity of IBD resulted in challenges with making
sense of it, from its etiology to self-care and treatment. We would like to conclude with several final recommendations. First, while it is not necessarily easy, scholars, educators, and practitioners can collaborate to develop education interventions to facilitate knowledge about IBD. Next, we must work to develop patient-centered care to empower those with IBD and improve communication with health care providers. If we develop these partnerships, we can build programs that can promote communication to increase patient self-efficacy and decrease stigma associated with these illnesses. Finally, future research should explore the patient experiences of chronic diseases in the context of self-management, especially since this has grown as an area of national priority, as indicated by the National Institutes of Health. Ultimately, these future projects might help us serve patients who suffer from chronic diseases.
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